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www.SBKO.bank

RunGum co-founder Nick Symmonds
with Summit Bank Vice President Piotrek Buciarski.
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BUILDING A
COMMUNITY
WHERE YOU
CAN START
SOMETHING

POLIC Y I N SIG HT

BIG

Article by TIFFANY EDWARDS, EUGENE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Stories of incredible innovators and creators can be found
everywhere when you look around Eugene’s growing business
community. Famous innovators such as Bill Bowerman and Phil
Knight, as well as modern innovators like the creative folks at
PakTech, SheerID and Coconut Bliss have all called our region
home and started something big.
Being a community where people generate ideas, take risks and
are supported to “just start” takes dedication, cooperation and a

BUILDING THE TALENT PIPELINE
Ensuring that employers have a pool of talented, trained workers
is a primary function of the Chamber. We work with local and
regional partners to bring opportunities in education together
with needs in industry and advocate for those resources—whether
that be expansion of Career Technical Assistance (CTE) or funding
for schools and higher education. We connect employers with
needs and take a solutions-oriented, data-driven approach.

concerted effort from our elected officials and community leaders
to make this a great place for entrepreneurs. The Eugene Chamber
and partners are working to build an environment ripe for big
things to happen. It will take a village working on these critical
elements to help us get there.

RIGHT-SIZE THE COST OF LIVING
We know many of our community members are paying far too
much for housing and many are unable to afford to meet basic
needs for food and healthcare, despite being employed. If we
can’t close the gap between costs and earnings, employers will

REDUCING THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
We’ve heard often from our members that policy-makers continue
to impose new taxes and regulations that are making it tough for
businesses to succeed. We also know that funding for schools,
public safety and other critical services are declining due to an

continue to struggle to recruit workers and entrepreneurs will
look elsewhere. As a lead partner of Better Housing Together,
the Chamber is working diligently to improve the affordability,
availability and diversity of housing in our region. We’ve made
good and needed progress, but the work is far from done.

unsustainable funding model. The message of the business
community has been loud and clear—reduce barriers to help
us f lourish and we will create the jobs that pay the taxes which
support the services. We’ve engaged successfully in helping our
decision-makers understand that if barriers can be removed
that help businesses thrive, there will be positive impacts to the
economy.

INCREASING FUNDING ACCESS
Small, emerging and growing entrepreneurial businesses face a
unique set of challenges related to accessing capital to grow and
create jobs. The Chamber has its pulse on the various loans, grants
and other funding sources and is a resource for members looking
for options. And for some businesses who cannot meet funding
criteria for traditional forms of capital, the Chamber has been
working to help them share their story and advocate to the State
Legislature to prioritize state-supported funding programs.
The Chamber is proud to work on behalf of the gritty, dedicated,
passionate entrepreneurs who are building companies, growing
our community and improving the lives of citizens in our region.

If your business has a need, a story to tell, or would like to know
more about the important work that the Eugene Chamber is doing,
contact Tiffany Edwards at tiffanye@eugenechamber.com
E U G E N E C H A M B E R .C O M
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IMPACT:

THE FORCE OF IMPRESSION

"We work collectively as
business leaders to solve
challenges facing our
community—sometimes
that’s messy."

Article by DARCY PHILLIPS, CORNERSTONE COMMUNITY HOUSING

When I moved to Eugene 25 years ago, my first impression
was that I had found a special place to call home. Many of my
friends couldn’t understand why I fell in love with this "weird"
college town, but there was a force of impression on me; an
impact that made me want to stay for the long-term. I had
optimism and freedom to develop my entrepreneurial spirit,
feed my creative soul and embrace diversity of thought.

as a community we can have opposing beliefs and continue to
work together to find new solutions for a better Eugene.

Twenty-five years later, do I still feel the same way?

The recent passage of the payroll tax to fund public safety was
one of those messy situations. I realize there are differing
opinions about the payroll tax, but I believe one thing we can
agree on is the need to fund public safety. Solid public safety is
a necessity for creating positive impact for the overall wellbeing
of our community.

I must admit, sometimes it’s a struggle. In a time where
dissenting opinions have led to individuals attacking
one another—shutting down collaboration and halting
development—it can be hard to remain optimistic about the
future of our community.
That’s why I find the work of the Eugene Chamber
encouraging. As a community, we are fortunate to have
Brittany Quick-Warner and her team at the helm of positive
leadership in our city. They embody the value of impact and
truly are solution-oriented and relentlessly optimistic.

OVER THE YEARS, LGAC AND
THE CHAMBER HAVE CREATED
A CULTURE OF TRUST; A SPACE
WHERE INFORMATION AND
OPINION ARE SHARED READILY
BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS.
As a Chamber board member and a member of the Local
Government Affairs Council (LGAC), I have renewed hope that

IMPACT

There’s room for disagreement and critical conversations,
but there is always mutual respect. We work collectively as
business leaders to solve challenges facing our community—
sometimes that’s messy.

The payroll tax conversation required perseverance as we
worked through challenging and sometimes heated viewpoints
together; the ability for LGAC and the Chamber board to
openly discuss numerous opposing thoughts, but actively
listening to one another helped us make a comprehensive
decision to support the payroll tax. I wish I could say that all of
this was easy. It wasn’t. It isn’t. And, it may never be—but we
have solidarity for how we are creating impact collectively.
The willingness to build a culture that balances opposition
with respect is spilling over to communities outside of Eugene.
Other cities in Oregon are taking notice of the partnership
between the Eugene Chamber of Commerce, Eugene City
Council and Eugene Police Department to pass the payroll tax.
They’re surprised and encouraged by the leadership that the
Eugene Chamber brought to this decision.
Am I still happy to call Eugene home after all these years?
Absolutely! I have a renewed optimism and determination for
creating radical collective impact; how about you?

We are solution-oriented and relentlessly optimistic.
We work collectively as business leaders to solve the
challenges facing our community.

C O R E VA L U E S | L E A D . I N N O VAT E . E N G AG E . I M PAC T.
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NOW LEASING
BRING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE MOST EXCITING
NEW DEVELOPMENT IN EUGENE!
We’re now leasing retail spaces between 400-1700 square feet in the center of
the 5th Street Public Market expansion. Don’t miss the opportunity for great
exposure in this mixed-use development that builds on the success of the
5th Street Public Market with apartments, a hotel and offices all within
walking distance of each other. Move fast, spaces are limited!
Call 541-743-4018 or visit obiecompanies.com

M E M B E R VOIC E

LAYING THE
GROUNDWORK FOR
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Palo Alto Software is a company that thrives on innovation,

Article by SABRINA PARSONS, PALO ALTO SOFTWARE

and telling them about how our Chamber has embraced a new model

As a long-standing business member and past board Chair of the
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce, I have always been proud
of how forward-thinking and innovative our local chamber is. The
Eugene Chamber has been an integral part of the local start-up and
entrepreneurial ecosystem for many years. From managing the first
Startups Pubtalks in the area to being a founding partner of the
Willamette Angel Conference, Oregon RAIN, and the Eugene RAIN
Accelerator. With the initial leadership provided by Dave Hauser,
and the current vision being spearheaded by Brittany Quick-Warner,
this chamber is positioned to bring a new model of economic
development to all chambers of commerce. This innovative model of
leading and supporting the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Eugene goes
hand-in-hand with more traditional economic development strategies

entrepreneurship and creativity, and I am proud to be part of the
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce. We are a software company
located in downtown Eugene that develops online tools and content
that help entrepreneurs all over the world. When I travel to a
business conference or a speaking opportunity (often speaking on
innovation and entrepreneurship), I find myself talking to people
of economic development that really values building businesses
and supporting innovation. I love the positive reactions I get from
people as I explain how the Chamber supports an entrepreneurial
ecosystem, and not just the more traditional economic development
programs most chambers support.

I have enjoyed being part of the organization that helped
bring Oregon RAIN and the Eugene RAIN Accelerator to
our communities. I have been thrilled to step up and
support these activities with both time and resources,
as I can see how the programs and activities led by our
chamber are bringing results, and helping change the
economic landscape of business in Eugene.

like business retention and business expansion support, but also

I encourage all Chamber members to find out more about how under

understands and cultivates entrepreneurship as key to a successful

Brittany’s leadership the Chamber continues to lead innovation and

business economy in a small city like Eugene.

support Eugene’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. In order to continue

At the Economic Summit hosted by the Eugene Chamber in May,
Brittany focused on helping our community understand that
innovation and entrepreneurial activity can change our city in a
positive way and help us be successful in a future where new types
of businesses can thrive, grow and expand. Brittany asked the
community to step up and help provide a business and community
culture that embraces and incubates innovation. She reminded

to move our city into the digital age and support and sustain all the
things that make Eugene great, we need to embrace innovation,
creativity and entrepreneurship. We need to make sure we lay the
groundwork that makes this a supportive place for
start-ups, helps entrepreneurs locate their businesses here and helps
give them the tools and access to the networks that will keep them
here, healthy, growing and giving back to our community.

people that Eugene has a lot of opportunity in the next few years to
support some unique projects like the Knight Campus and EUG2021
that could bring some very interesting and innovative projects, as well
as the potential to attract new businesses to our area.
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To learn more about how Palo Alto Software serves entrepreneurs from all
around the world, visit paloalto.com.

QU E RY & QUOTES

POWER OF PLAY
PIPEWORKS: WE DON'T SELL PIPES
QUOTED: BRI BRIDGES, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING & PR AT PIPEWORKS STUDIOS
HOW AND WHEN DID PIPEWORKS GET ITS START IN EUGENE?
Pipeworks started in 1999 when a group of people left Dynamix to start
a new company concentrating on console games. Dynamix was a game
company that started in Eugene in 1984, at the dawn of the video games
business.
Our team now has more than 1200 years of experience and 300 million+
players that contribute to our technical expertise, relentless follow-through
and attention to detail.
HOW DOES PIPEWORKS ENGAGE WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY?
We are active members of the Technology Association of Oregon and have
been part of the Eugene Tech Tours each year.
Our employees are frequent speakers at the University of Oregon, Oregon
State and local high schools.
On a financial level, almost all our revenue comes from out of state, and
most of our costs are for employee compensation. Our employees inject
millions into the local economy.
WHAT WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES OF THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM HERE IN THE
EUGENE AREA?
Because of the presence of the University, Eugene has a lot of educated,
bright people. Combined with our relatively low cost of living; this means a
new company can do a lot more with less than it could in the Bay Area. What
we are missing on the human resources side is people with the ability and
experience to be executives.
Our biggest weakness in the Eugene area is the lack of venture capital with
experience in the tech industry. In 2018, we staged an employee buyout of
Pipeworks to take back control of the company. We had to go all the way to
Minneapolis to find funding.
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WHAT IS ONE THING THAT OTHERS MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT
PIPEWORKS?
We don’t sell pipes—neither to transport liquids nor for smoking.
Early on, we were trying to make racing games. The name Pipeworks is
a reference to the exhaust pipes on high performance engines. Now our
games are as varied as our individual teams, and act as a reflection of their
vision, personality, and expertise.
Even though we don’t make racing games, it’s turned out to be a good name.
WHAT EXCITES YOU MOST ABOUT DOING BUSINESS HERE?
I’m constantly amazed by the entry level people we find in the area. Some
are from the University of Oregon, some from Oregon State, some from Lane
Community College, but they seem to get more and more capable each year.
HOW DO YOU SEE THE CHAMBER IMPACTING YOUR
ORGANIZATION AND THE COMMUNITY?
Tech and IP companies are always competing for mindshare. Everything the
Chamber does to increase awareness of Eugene as a high-tech community
helps us find and retain clients.
Easy air access from Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles is important
for us and our partners. In the past, the Chamber has worked to improve the
availability of direct flights.
Being in downtown Eugene is a big part of our company culture and part of
what employees like about working at Pipeworks. Everything the Chamber
does to improve the downtown climate makes our environment better.

Find out more about Pipeworks at pipeworks.com

QU E RY & QUOTES

THE NEW GOING GREEN
TJ'S GARDENS: DEDICATED TO NORMALIZING CANNABIS
QUOTED: GEOFF OSTROVE, DIRECTOR OF PLANNING, FORECASTING, AND RETAIL OPERATIONS AT STEM HOLDINGS
HOW DID TJ’S GARDENS GET ITS START?

HOW IS TJ’S BUSINESS MODEL UNIQUE?

TJ’s is named after its founders: Travis MacKenzie and James Orpeza.
Together, these two friends and business partners have built one of the
largest stable of award-winning genetics. They’ve also been recognized as
one of the most decorated cannabis grows in the country.

TJ’s is part of the Stem Holdings family of brands. Stem Holdings is a
publicly-traded company, both in the US and Canada. As a verticallyintegrated cannabis company and a multi-state operator, Stem has
positioned itself as a pioneer in the industry with its state-of-the-art
growing, cultivation, processing, extraction, retail and distribution
operations.

Additionally, TJ’s has a prized CBD strain that’s won numerous awards and
is the magic behind the oils that the company donates to 100+ qualifying
families via The Forrest Initiative.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE THING ABOUT WORKING AT TJ’S?
The People. I have never worked in a place that consisted of such a solid
team of individuals dedicated to a common goal. From top to bottom, our
company is compiled of people who want to build one of the world’s greatest
companies and make the world a better place along the way. It’s because of
the incredible people that work at TJ’s Gardens and Stem Holdings that our
company has been able to achieve the success it has.
WHAT ARE SOME. OF THE TOP PRIORITIES OVER THE NEXT 3-5
YEARS FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION?
TJ’s Gardens is dedicated to normalizing the use of cannabis in our society.
Travis got his start in the industry as a labor of love for his wife, Cham, who
suffered from debilitating migraines after surviving an accident that resulted
in a brain injury. Cham’s neurologist strongly suggested she try medical
cannabis, so Travis started growing a few plants. Thanks to treatments
consisting solely of cannabis, the frequency of Cham’s migraines was
reduced by 90 percent. After seeing these positive results and benefits,
Travis became motivated to help others and soon pursued a larger location
so he could grow for more patients. He was inspired to aid and educate his
community in a way that would allow him to have the most impact.
As TJ’s Gardens and Stem Holdings grow over the next few years, we want
to be business leaders and innovators, as well as advocates for important
social change.

Utilizing proprietary, sustainable cultivation techniques, Stem develops
exceptional products that are safe and consist of lab-tested cannabis and
CBD. Stem Holdings now operates in Oregon, California, Nevada, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, New York, and Massachusetts, as well as the South African
Kingdom of eSwatini and the Eastern Caribbean country of St. Vincent & the
Grenadines.
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO ENGAGE WITH THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY?
I love the Eugene community and I try to dedicate as much of my time as
possible to making it a better place to live. For two years, I engaged with the
Downtown Eugene Merchants, serving as their Marketing Committee Chair
and then as the organization’s President. Every summer, the employees at
TJ’s Gardens spend a Saturday cleaning up one of Eugene’s parks to make
sure Eugene is a safe and clean place for our families to live.
HOW DO YOU SEE THE CHAMBER IMPACTING YOUR
ORGANIZATION AND THE BROADER COMMUNITY?
I have tremendously enjoyed working with the Eugene Chamber over the
past few years by attending meetings for the Legislative and Government
Affairs Council (LGAC) and by participating in the annual Business Expo. We
value the Chamber’s commitment to helping local businesses grow; and as
TJ’s Gardens and Stem Holdings continue to grow their business operations,
we see the Chamber as an ally in our quest to normalize the use of cannabis
in our society.

Go to visittjs.com for local information, or stemholdings.com to learn more about the parent company.
Pictured above: Co-Founder Travis MacKenzie
E U G E N E C H A M B E R .C O M
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Vibrant sector strategies, committed partnerships and inspired community leadership
are helping to drive the growth of targeted industries and our regional economy. The
Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce is proud to be a part of the Lane County Sector
Strategies team. Each quarter, we’ll learn from the partners moving this work forward.

Nicholas Skrepetos and Will Barker of MyCoffeeHelper
Michele and Steve Zimba of Nulia
Springfield Mayor Lundberg, Ethan Ralston President of
UBCO US, and Eugene Mayor Vinis
Christopher Lee of Concierge365 and Todd Edman of Bitcork
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SEC TOR STR ATEG I ES

FIVE TECH STARTUP FOUNDERS
WEIGH-IN ON THE LOCAL
ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM
Article by MATT SAYRE, TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF OREGON
An entrepreneurial ecosystem is made up of the social and economic

ACCESS TO TALENT: MICHELE ZIMBA, PRESIDENT OF NULIA

ingredients of a region that affect the probability of success for newly

Nulia decided to locate our global headquarters in Eugene in large

forming companies. These inputs include: capital, talent, partnership

part because of the access it offers to high-quality employees from

and mentorship. I caught up with five founders during Eugene’s recent

the passionate students and graduates of the University of Oregon

Tech Tour to get their perspectives on being entrepreneurs in Eugene.

and Lane Community College. We also felt there was a fast-growing
technology industry and community in Eugene, which would continue

WHY EUGENE: ETHAN RALSTON, PRESIDENT OF UBCO US

to attract a strong and diverse base of talent for our business well into

Eugene is an amazing place to live with access to a variety of outdoor

the future. Developing strong partnerships with the Universities and the

activities, an active lifestyle culture and that makes it attractive for

technology community has allowed us to grow quickly and we expect to

starting new companies here. I have lived here my entire life, traveling

continue adding more jobs and expanding our Eugene workforce in the

all over the US for business, but always prefer to come back home to

promising years to come.

zero traffic and a comfortable pace of life. There are multiple top notch
everything in between that is needed to help start a new company.

LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS: NICHOLAS SKREPETOS, CEO AND
FOUNDER OF MYCOFFEEHELPER

The tech scene in Eugene has continued to grow rapidly since the early

Local businesses have been eager to offer mobile order and pay ahead,

2000’s and seems to get better every year.

and they’ve been both supportive and encouraging of MyCoffeeHelper.

business groups in town for accounting, legal services, marketing and

They appreciate being able to compete against larger chains while

FINDING CAPITAL: TODD EDMAN CO-FOUNDER OF BITCORK.IO

supporting local technology!

I'm lucky in that I've been in the business community for a while and
grew up in Eugene, which allowed me to raise money from my own

PEER MENTORSHIP: CHRIS LEE, CEO OF CONCIERGE365

network. Even with that, it has still been a challenge. I've done upwards

Peer mentorship has been the foundation of providing direction in my

of 50 pitches and for most here, making a venture investment for

business endeavors; every encounter with a fellow entrepreneur is

$50,000 is too risky. There are huge holes in the capital landscape from

a learning experience for success. What I love about Eugene is the

Angel [Investing] all the way to Venture Capital. I think there are different

accessibility to other founders—all of the founders I know set aside time

groups trying to fill those holes but fundamentally that's hard to do with

to help grow and provide a better community through peer mentorship.

the amount of capital here. Most Funds are predicated on making early

My top peer mentors have been Justin Bloom, Michael Nail, Lanny

stage investments and then following on in their investments in a big

Berg, John Friess, Kevin DeWhitt, Richard Geiger, Matt Beaudet, Joe

enough way to keep their equity stake high "enough." Additionally, if

Maruschak & Shane Johnson.

a company is raising funds in Oregon there is no fear of "missing out"
on a deal. This keeps valuations low, which then makes it harder for
companies to raise their next round outside of the state, and the cycle
continues.

Eugene-Springfield is home to more than 470 tech companies—with 62 successful new tech
companies launched locally in the last five years—bringing over $304 million in wages to
the area. The industry’s local average annual wage is $74,279, which is nearly double the
average Lane County wage of $42,644. Employment at local tech companies is expected to
grow by 23 percent over the next 10 years.

E U G E N E C H A M B E R .C O M
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MAKING ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACCESSIBLE
Article by JOSHUA MONGÉ, EUGENE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
some interesting folks with some very creative

and transport yourself to the origins of some

ENCOURAGING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF MANUFACTURING ENTREPRENEURS

of our local manufacturing companies; you

It always begins with local students. We need to

that the Nation of Makers conference is coming

press the button and head back to when these

show them the products, people and processes

to Eugene in 2020.

companies first started. You’d be transported

we have in our area that are making all of the

to a time and place where an idea was formed

cool things that come from our manufacturing

and you would see the first efforts from local

sector. Manufacturers can host student

entrepreneurs to bring those ideas to reality.

tours, offer job shadowing opportunities, send

Each subsequent press of the button would take

their employees to visit career and technical

you a little further in time to the next idea turning

education classes (CTE) and host teachers

into a business. This trip would show a common

for externships. They can also participate on

thread.

advisory committees for local and county-wide

Imagine if you could jump into a time machine

ALL OF OUR LOCAL MANUFACTURERS
STARTED AS ENTREPRENEURS

manufacturing programs.

ideas and we have such a concentration here

Finally, let’s build up our local entrepreneurship
ecosystem. We have a thriving local business
accelerator, RAIN Eugene, and they host
regular meetings bringing entrepreneurs
together to ideate and create. They also focus
on mentorship and they have people on hand
to help accelerate ideas and early stage
businesses into a rapid growth phase. For
entrepreneurs that want a more traditional

Next, we must continue to engage with the local

pace, the local SBDC has counselors on hand

The commonality still rings true today. As

community college. Many students at Lane

to help with formalizing new business and

this article is written, the early stages of an

Community College (LCC) are looking for an

programs supported by the state to help existing

innovation district are forming, reflecting the

opportunity to improve and change their lives by

businesses grow.

innovative spirit that permeates our community.

obtaining a certificate or degree and entering

We also have a business accelerator in

the workforce with this new knowledge. LCC has

place, RAIN Eugene; a local Small Business

one of the most robust arrays of manufacturing

Development Center, Lane SBDC; and Eugene

equipment in their facility and they are currently

Public Library, dedicated to helping local

refreshing their programs and efforts to meet

businesses. Combine these together with

industry’s needs.

the University of Oregon and their myriad of
resources including a technology transfer
department, marketing research, supply chain
analysis, and entrepreneurship advising, among
other things, we are living in the midst of an early
entrepreneurial community.

Then, let’s support the local makers’ efforts.
There are several maker spaces throughout
the Eugene area—I recommend you visit a local
maker space and get to know some of the folks

All entrepreneurs start somewhere and here in
Eugene we have numerous resources that could
help get your manufacturing idea off the ground.
Let’s get back in our time machine and head to
the future…what do you imagine we would see?

Learn more about Eugene Maker Spaces at
EugeneMakerSpace.com.
To participate in the Nation of Makers Conference
held in Eugene in 2020, visit NOMCON.org.

that manage and utilize these places. There are

The Lane County Sector Strategy Team (LCSST) is a team of professionals representing
workforce development, economic development, business and education. The LCSST works
collectively, in an effort to better support critical industries in Lane County. We believe we
can achieve more and have a greater impact in our community by working together.
For more, visit: bit.ly/2PhYKpU
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SEC TOR STR ATEG I ES

THE NEXT WAVE OF FOOD SUCCESS
Article by MICAH ELCONIN, PRESIDENT AT SEASON TO TASTE CONSULTING & DIRECTOR AT EUGENE’S TABLE

The greater Eugene area has been
a hotbed for food and beverage
entrepreneurship for decades. Our
proximity to fertile agricultural land,
passionate local consumer base and
close-knit professional community only
strengthen our logistically-perfect location,
with direct access to Interstate 5 and less
than 500 miles from Seattle and the San
Francisco Bay Area. There are few places
in the country arguably better to launch a
food or beverage company.
LOCAL SUPPORT
Successful ventures not only support more
than 4000 jobs annually in Lane County,
but they incubate the next generation of
food entrepreneurs. Before founding The
Queen’s Bounty with her partner Scott,
Jessica Jones was the COO of Ninkasi
Brewing. Her experience growing with
Ninkasi Brewing certainly informs her new
role.
Yet even with her pedigree, she is quick
to celebrate the greater community that
supports The Queen’s Bounty’s growth.

“We’ve enjoyed working with a true
ecosystem of other local food producers,
from the local small farmers who host our
bees to the independent grocers who carry
it on their shelves and the local restaurant
dues who use it in their menus. We are
able to have real relationships with our
customers and supporters because they
also care deeply about real, sustainable
food.”
FUEL FOR ATHLETES
Of course, Eugene is also TrackTown USA,
and many of our local athletes are not
just passionate about their own nutrition,
but using their expertise and influence
to create disruptive food products. In
2014, Olympian Nick Symmonds and his
coach Sam Lapray worked with expert
formulators, nutritionists and athletes to
create a caffeine-infused chewing gum.
Their creation quickly became Run Gum.
Nathan Woods, was one of the company’s
first hires. Now, five years later, as COO
of the nationally-distributed brand, he is
still enjoying growing the company in the
greater Eugene area.

“We love the lifestyle we can have while
still scaling a business in this community.
We are an active lifestyle company and
it's important that we embody that by
actually being active. And on top of that,
the growing infrastructure for startups
and food and beverage provides a ton of
resources that we need to grow.”
Growing a food or beverage products
company is not for the faint of heart,
yet our community’s passion, talent
and perseverance continues to help
businesses rise to the top.

Visit RunGum.com to learn more about their
product.
Purchase honey from
Queen's Bounty or find
where to buy from their
website queensbounty.com
Learn more about Eugene’s
bustling Food and Beverage
sector by visiting EugenesTable.org.

Lane County is home to 165 food and beverage manufacturing companies, which employ
4,019 people, bringing over $179 million in wages to the area. With firm counts growing at
almost 7 percent a year, the industry has created over 1,000 new jobs since 2012. By most
estimates, this is a billion-dollar industry that will only continue to grow.
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FOOD
WASTE

TACKLING THE PROBLEM
UPSTREAM
WRITTEN BY TRAVEL LANE COUNTY

It’s hard to escape conversation around changes in the
climate and a surprise contributor is controlled by all of
us—both individually and by businesses who work in the
food industry—food waste.
Studies show that 40% of the food grown or imported for
consumption is wasted. As food insecurity continues to
be an issue in Lane County (one in seven people in the
US are food insecure), it seems incomprehensible and
unconscionable that we allow nearly half of all our food
to end up in compost piles or landfills. Before we point a
finger at manufacturers, food stores and restaurants, let’s
clarify: the 40% figure applies to each of us as individuals
as well. And, it’s not only the food that’s going bad and
being put in the garbage, but plastic, metal and other
packaging materials are thrown away with our food as well.
Additionally, 25% of fresh water is used for growing food
that will be wasted; the significance of food waste goes
beyond throwing out the food itself.
The Department of Environmental Quality has a vision set
for 2050 and Lane County’s waste reduction education and
programming are aligning with that mission. These efforts
aim to prevent waste before products get to consumers,
versus past efforts to divert waste after products have been
consumed. It’s an upstream rather than a downstream
approach with benefits accruing to communities,
businesses and individuals.
Angie Marzano, Waste Reduction Specialist (and past
20 Under 40 recipient) noted that one of the big
misperceptions is that doing a wasted food audit is
extremely burdensome and businesses and individuals
don’t believe that they waste food.
Education and pilot programs will provide valuable data
and together we can tackle our food waste problem. Travel
Lane County and the Eugene Chamber of Commerce
encourage our members to take advantage of the support
Lane County provides.
For more information contact Angie Marzano at
Angie.MARZANO@co.lane.or.us and by visiting
www.foodwastestopswithme.org
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It’s easier to see the right doctor
when the right doctor is easier to see.

Seeing a specialist should be easier. Which is why we don’t require you to get a
referral to see one. It’s just one of the ways PacificSource Health Plans removes
barriers to care, and yet another way we put members first. Others include:
On-demand doctor visits
by video or phone
$0 copays on preventive care
services
$0 copays on select preventive prescription drugs
Customer service by real people
not automated phone trees
Learn more at PacificSourceMembersFirst.com, or by calling 877-281-2124.

Keep business
thriving.
Our business goals are all about helping
you achieve your business goals.
Let’s get to work.
MyOCCU.org/Thriving

Insured by NCUA

DE V E LOPI NG E NTRE PRE N E U RS

DEVELOPING
ENTREPRENEURS
DRIVING GROWTH WITH A CREATIVE CULTURE
Article by ELON GLUCKLICH

Entrepreneurship is in Sabrina Parsons’ blood. The CEO
of one of Eugene’s most successful tech firms, Palo Alto
Software, Parsons has grown the business planning
software company from 30 employees to roughly 80 in
the 12 years she has run it, building clients around the
world from Palo Alto’s downtown Eugene office.
“Finding ways to grow a business, and the risks inherent
in entrepreneurship, was just part of my upbringing,
and it’s something that’s been really critical to Palo Alto
Software,” Parsons said.
Her success has mirrored the city of Eugene’s in many
ways. When Parsons took over Palo Alto from her father,
the company operated out of a small commercial space
on the edge of downtown. Now it is the anchor tenant of
the five-story Broadway Commerce Center building in
the heart of the city.
Palo Alto is far from the only tech firm flourishing
in Eugene thanks to local entrepreneurial energy. A
handful to a dozen or more tech firms are launching
across the region each year, pushing Eugene’s count of
tech companies over 400 and employment up to 5,000,
with combined annual payroll of roughly $350 million.
That growth has come as Eugene city and business
leaders have grown bolder and more creative in how

to foster the city’s burgeoning entrepreneurial scene.
Initiatives like RAIN Eugene, the regional business
accelerator, efforts to develop a downtown-centered
innovation district and major investments like the
University of Oregon’s Phil and Penny Knight Campus
for Accelerating Scientific Impact are contributing to
an entrepreneurial ecosystem that Eugene business
backers hope is just a sign of things to come.
Initiatives like RAIN Eugene coincide with a roughly fiveyear effort by the city to establish an innovation district.
Innovation districts are geographic areas that blend
the energy of startups, established companies, mixeduse developments, higher education and financial
institutions, connected by public investments in transit
and environmental sustainability. >

"Eugene is a city that’s really trying to understand
and find its entrepreneurial and innovation
ecosystem to really emerge into this new Eugene,
where economic development is not just finding
companies to move to Eugene, but actually fostering
and supporting entrepreneurship. I think that has
been a really big part of why I love to be in Eugene
and have a company located here.”

- sabrina parsons
E U G E N E C H A M B E R .C O M
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The end result is a collaborative innovation ecosystem.
And it’s an effort that its backers say has taken on
added urgency with the 2021 IAAF World Athletics
Championships in track and field approaching.
“A lot of the effort was precipitated by the recognition
that, with 2021 on the horizon, we’ll have the world
visiting our front porch, and they will learn about
Eugene’s story one way or another,” said Andrew
Robinson, a local consultant who has worked with
Eugene business and civic leaders to publicly
communicate the idea of innovation in Eugene. “The
goal for the Community Narrative project is, "How can
we encourage visitors to take home with them the
clearest, most compelling story possible?’”
Storytelling has played a key role in explaining the
evolution of Eugene’s culture into a hub for innovation
and entrepreneurship. It may be the 21st-century
iteration of the city’s reputation as a hotbed for
eccentrics, hippies and revolutionaries, who were
viewed as outsiders but were pivotal in shaping Eugene’s
culture.

“You see a lot of that energy
embodied in the innovation work
that’s going on in Eugene, the active
collaboration and curiosity with
which people go about building
businesses and growing businesses.”

- andrew robinson
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Having a huge anchor for innovation is clearly a benefit
to the city, too. The University of Oregon creates billions
of dollars in economic activity across the state each
year, and a growing share of that benefit is driven by the
university’s applied sciences. Opening next year, the Phil
and Penny Knight Campus will serve as an incubator
for high-tech innovation, with limitless opportunities
for collaboration between students, faculty and the
community, said Andrew Nelson, the university’s
Associate Vice President of Entrepreneurship.
“The UO benefits the region, but the region is a
tremendous asset to the UO as well,” Nelson said. “When
you think about an innovation center, it’s not contained
to the Knight Campus. The point of an innovation center
is not to be a permanent home for companies. You help
them grow into the local community, and that’s the
whole vision. It’s something that provides employment
in the local community, an enhanced tax base for the
local community. It enables us again as a university to
partner up with community stakeholders.”
The university may be the largest single contributor to
Eugene’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. But local workers
spread across the city each bring fresh ideas and energy
to challenge the status quo.
They’re people like Lauren Jerome. Jerome is co-founder
of Eugene software startup Ascend, and program
director of Redefining Women in Tech, a local collective
of business professionals seeking to empower women in
the local tech workforce.
Jerome moved to Eugene in 2010, worked for RAIN
Eugene when it launched and served as a mentor-inresidence helping entrepreneurs launch their startups.

DE V E LOPI NG E NTRE PRE N E U RS

She got an inkling that Eugene’s tech scene was moving
to the next level in 2017, when Redefining Women in
Tech held its first event, centered on leveraging the
business social media platform LinkedIn. More than 80
people showed up and many of them have attended
more recent events, including the recently completed
Women in Tech Week, held in late October.
“To get 80-plus women to show up to a tech event and
be more likely to show up for another event, in that
regard, is really successful,” Jerome said.
Initiatives like RAIN Eugene and the Knight Campus only
serve to enhance Eugene’s reputation for innovation.
But those efforts wouldn’t be fruitful without a dynamic
and organically grown entrepreneurial ecosystem, built

on the success of risk-takers willing to take big chances,
and banking on Eugene as the place to do it.
“I’ve been seeing more people moving to Eugene
for various reasons—more remote work, more
entrepreneurial ideas,” Jerome said. “People who are
employed but have a great idea, spin off and become a
founder. We have a community that’s coming together,
and it’s moving the whole ecosystem in the right
direction.”

Learn more about Redefining Women in Tech online at
redefiningwomenintech.com.
Visit raineugene.com to learn more about Eugene's Entrepreneurial
offerings.

Photos left to right: Sabrina Parsons, Andrew Robinson, Andrew Nelson, Lauren Jerome
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MEET PETE, AN OCF DONOR
WITH A SOFT SPOT FOR KIDS
AND VETERANS, AND AN
AFFINITY FOR RESEARCH
A N D R E S U LT S .

One person. One single, generous person, just like you, can make an impact. And when
generous people, just like you, join together, they can make an exponential impact.
We help make this happen. See how other people have partnered with Oregon
Community Foundation to plan and amplify their giving impact across the state of
Oregon at oregoncf.org/YOU.

OCF RESEARCH INFORMS NUMEROUS OREGON INITIATIVES EVERY YEAR.

O R E G O N C F.O R G / Y O U
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FINANCING
AND
FUNDING

This place has become more
of a community center than
anything. People are here all
the time—business meetings,
dinners and parties. Without
that support, we wouldn’t be
here.
- Troy Potter

SHOW ME THE MONEY
Article by DESTINY ALVAREZ

Entrepreneurs are the lifeblood of the American dream
and yet so many are unsupported and left struggling to
find their way in a deteriorating ecosystem—but that’s not
the case for many Eugene-based business owners.
Eugene’s thriving entrepreneurial ecosystem is setting
local businesses up for success by fostering innovation,
connecting them with investors and providing them with
resources and guidelines to help finance business and
make Eugene an epicenter for small businesses and startup companies.

Troy Potter, owner of The Bier Stein, a connoisseur beer
shop and pub in downtown said since he’s taken over
the business from his friends and long-time owners Chip
and Kristina Hardy, he’s felt the city’s support for local
entrepreneurs is unmatched.
“This place has become more of a community center
than anything,” Potter said. “People are here all the
time—business meetings, dinners and parties. Without
that support, we wouldn’t be here.” >
E U G E N E C H A M B E R .C O M
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The Bier Stein sells over 1,000 different bottles and 30
different taps of craft beer and was just named the best
bar in Eugene by Eugene Weekly, said a very proud Potter.

like that at all; it all comes from investors, from angels
to venture capitalists. Take Tesla for example. You aren’t
going to start Tesla with a bank loan.”

Potter’s journey to owning The Bier Stein started with
utilizing the numerous free resources, including how-to
guides, policy and regulations pamphlets, local economic
information, provided by the state of Oregon. The city
of Eugene helped him develop a business plan that
successfully landed him a small-business loan through a
local branch of Banner Bank.

Geiger’s company Defunkify, originally called deFUNKit, is
a line of environmentally-friendly performance laundry
detergent and products that made headlines for how well
it worked when it launched in 2017. Defunkify emerged
out of its parent company, Dune Sciences, run by Geiger’s
business partners John Miller and Jim Hutchison, two
leaders in surface chemistry and engineered materials
research from the University of Oregon.

According to Potter, Banner Bank was instrumental, but
every company he came in contact with really cared
about helping him succeed. He said the availability of
those resources and the overall supportive nature of the
community to enhance entrepreneurial development
made his transition into a business owner much easier
than he expected.
“Financing was a rollercoaster, it took about a year to get
funding and I didn’t have a lot of money when I started,”
Potter said. “I turned over every rock I possibly could to
get it. Having a place like this that so willingly provides
those resources shows how much they want people to
grow.”
Traditionally, would-be business owners expect to
take on a lot when trying to finance their companies.
This extra load is something Mike Murphy, a senior vice
president and division manager for the Eugene branch
of Banner Bank said he hopes to help small business
owners navigate.
“Small business has always been a part of the history
of Banner Bank,” Murphy said. “We feel privileged to be
among those [in Eugene] that get called in to help these
business owners succeed.”
Murphy said at Banner, they pride themselves on
providing as many programs and as much assistance,
like small business loans, as possible. But from creating
detailed business plans, pitching them to banks and
investors, finding ways to effectively finance a company
can be almost as difficult as running one.
For Richard Geiger, CEO of Eugene-based startup
company Defunkify, fundraising to finance the company
became like a second job.
“If you’re opening a traditional restaurant, you're going
to have economics that makes sense to normal funding
institutions like banks,” Geiger said. “For a startup, it’s not

After starting with small investments from family
and friends, Geiger said the company applied for
and became a finalist in the 2014 Willamette Angel
Conference, an investment conference that aimed to
enhance entrepreneurial development by connecting
angel investors, high net-worth individuals that invest
in new startup ventures, with new companies that have
potential.

“Getting connected to investors is a key part
of that financial process. For every one of
us who comes first, it’s going to be easier for
everyone after us.”
Defunkify won at the WAC and received an investment
that launched them into a well-known brand that works
with Summit Bank in Eugene. They are now in their first
round of securing venture capital investments but are still
thriving. The product is available in over 2300 grocery and
local stores, including Safeway, Albertsons and additional
Eugene-based companies.
Both companies, while functioning in different industries,
are great examples of the possibilities that come from
a strong entrepreneurial ecosystem, where both the
community and the company thrive.
“It's pretty clear that there's a group of people that are
really trying to build an ecosystem here for small startups
and businesses,” Geiger said. “And that's why I'm here. It’s
not just about helping to connect people to funding but
helping connect companies to other companies, so now
we collaborate a lot with other small companies. And the
network is really helpful, not to mention, I love having
meetings at The Bier Stein.”
Spend an evening at the Bier Stein at their location on 1591 Willamette
St., or visit their website at TheBierStein.com
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Learn more about Defunkify and their product at Defunkify.com.

FIND OUT HOW AT NWCU.COM

ConstellationMarketingGroup.com
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CONNECTING
WITH CUSTOMERS
CLOTHING AND BAGEL RETAILERS HAVE SIMILAR
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Article by VANESSA SALVIA

Even though Kate Reid sells clothing at Public Streetwear

Streetwear is broadly defined as a clothing style originating

and Justin Freeman sells bagels at Bagel Sphere, they both

from 1980s and '90s hip hop and skateboarding culture. "As

face a common goal: connecting to customers. Everyone

an '80s baby, I connect with that," Reid says. "Streetwear

has to wear clothing and eat, but they have many choices

has now morphed into every level of fashion. If you go to a

as to what clothing to buy and whether or not a bagel is

luxury shopping mall in Las Vegas, for example, stores like

what they want when they're hungry.

Gucci and Dolce & Gabbana will have streetwear styles."

Freeman recently purchased the already-established

Reid took a class through the Small Business Development

Bagel Sphere business, which opened in 1995. In the same

Center (SBDC) and wrote a business plan about four years

spot on 8th and Willamette for 23 years, Bagel Sphere has

ago. She received some private funding from friends

one other location on West 11th in addition to Novella

and family and a loan from the city of Eugene's federally

Café in the downtown Eugene Public Library. Reid's Public

funded Community Development Block Grant program,

Streetwear business, on the other hand, just hit the six-

which allowed Reid to purchase inventory and tie the

month mark, with a brick-and-mortar location also on 8th

pieces of her business together well enough to open.

and Willamette in downtown Eugene.

Though Reid wasn't sure the market in Eugene would

"I had an idea to open a boutique clothing store in Eugene

support a more urban style of sneakers, hoodies, pants,

focusing on the millennial and younger market because

jackets and t-shirts—they have.

people I know said there's nowhere to shop in Eugene,"
Reid says. "Most other places to shop here have a very
specific age demographic."

"We've been incredibly successful in the months that we've
been open, like, wildly successful in comparison to how a
lot of new businesses do within their first six months," she
says.
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Reid sits on the Chamber's Local Government Affairs

The market quickly accepted these two entrepreneurs,

Council (LGAC), which meets weekly to review and take

and they've grown in part because they filled a niche and

action on issues affecting the local economy. She's been

in part because of the network they found as members of

involved in both the Eugene and Springfield chambers

the Eugene Chamber. Freeman just joined the Chamber,

for the last decade and is on the board of the Downtown

and says he's already made good connections and believes

Eugene Merchants. Reid's business filled a niche, but one

in the work the Chamber is trying to do. He says working

of her goals is to provide more support for businesses

with other entrepreneurs who are experiencing similar

once they open, so they can enjoy continued success. "The

things, for instance, talking with a baker about supply

Chamber is always there," she says. "And there is support

chain, distribution and product mix and marketing, is one

to get open, but once you're open, it can feel like you're all

of the best forms of learning.

alone."

"Being in TrackTown, running is one of the best analogies I

Freeman purchased Bagel Sphere a couple of years ago

have," Freeman says. "Nobody runs their fastest time when

when the founders wanted to retire. Though the business

they're running alone. They only perform their very best

was already successful, Freeman needed to chart a path

when they are running with somebody else who's helped

forward, which included strengthening their wholesale

pace them, who's helped push them."

business. Freeman was formerly general manager of

Even though bagels are an innately popular food, Freeman

Hummingbird Wholesale for three years.

still has to connect with the customer, make his shops a

"I was able to apply some of those same skills and network

"

connections to help drive that," he says.

comfortable place to visit and make the bagels affordable
and delicious. In order to make sure he's making his
customers happy, he tells his employees each day that any
customer who comes in could be having the worst day of
their lives, but they still need to eat.
"They may have gotten a cancer diagnosis or gotten
divorced," he says. "They may have had a loved one die.
You don't know. And so you need to treat those people
with love and with respect and make them feel welcome."
For more information on Bagel Sphere, visit them online at
bagelsphere.com
Visit Public Streetwear at 873 Willamette St. or call (541) 345-7251
for more info.
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“We make a living
by what we get.
We make a life
by what we give.”
– Winston S. Churchill

When we give to others,
we make our community
a better place.
At Mercedes-Benz of Eugene, we
are proud to support the work
of several local organizations
that provide care, compassion
and opportunity to people in
Lane County. These include The
Relief Nursery, Volunteers in
Medicine, Bridgeway House,
University of Oregon, The Shedd
Institute and many more.

2200 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. • 541.687.8888 • mbeugene.com

INSPIRE COMMUNITY
As our community continues to grow, the next generation of leaders is stepping up in new ways to help build a better future.
When a community is home to as much dedicated leadership as we've seen throughout the 12 years of the 20 Under 40 Awards,
it's an indication of the great things ahead.
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INSPIRE COMMUNITY

CLAIRE BARNUM

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR | DOWNTOWN EUGENE, INC. | Age: 38
As the Executive Director of Downtown Eugene, Inc., Claire advocates on behalf of downtown property owners. Her mission
within the organization is to help lead the long-term effort to ensure a prosperous and beautiful downtown. Claire also
supervises the community public safety program, “Downtown Guides.” Her primary goal is to build partnerships and collaborate with other organizations to promote downtown vitality. In addition to her career with DEI, Claire serves as the administrator for the Commercial Investment Division of Lane County, a professional association of commercial real estate brokers.
Outside of work, Claire is passionate about her children’s school, Walterville Elementary. She has been involved in the
Walterville PTO for the past eight years. For four years she ran the Walterville Carnival, which has been a local tradition for
more than 50 years, raising over $25,000. Recently, Claire went through treatment for breast cancer. She now wants to
dedicate herself to helping other young women cope with the struggles of dealing with breast cancer while managing career
and family.

KRISTEN BARTELS

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER & FOUNDING PARTNER | TEAM RECYCLE
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COORDINATOR | RELIEF NURSERY | AGE: 32
Kristen Bartels is a founding partner at Team Recycle, a local recycling consulting firm responsible for recovering hundreds
of thousands of pounds of recyclable and toxic materials over the past five years. Kristen is also the community engagement coordinator at Relief Nursery, a local child abuse and neglect prevention agency that serves over a thousand highrisk, low-income families in the community each year.
She is involved in a number of civic and professional service organizations: the Young Professional Summit Steering Committee for the Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce, Springfield Rotary’s Youth Services Committee, and actively participates
in United Way’s Emerging Leaders, Relief Nursery’s Leadership Board, and Relief Nursery’s Community Relations Committee. Kristen is currently participating in Leadership Eugene-Springfield through the joint chambers of commerce, and
volunteers for a number of civic service organizations including FOOD for Lane County.

ASHLEY ESPINOZA

SECTOR STRATEGY DIRECTOR | LANE WORKFORCE PARTNERSHIP | AGE: 33
Ashley Espinoza strives to create spaces of equity and understanding to support working families and vulnerable communities. As sector strategy director for Lane Workforce Partnership, Ashley works to meet the workforce needs of employers
and individuals through partnerships and innovation.
She has served the community for over 10 years in many volunteer roles and capacities, and often gets called upon by
community partners to assist in helping highlight opportunities for growth and provide solutions to help eliminate barriers.
One of her greatest accomplishments is co-founding and leading Latino Professionals Connect, a networking group that
offers a space for professionals and business owners to foster authentic relationships, learn from one another and build
social capital.
She was appointed by the Governor’s office to serve on the Commission on Hispanic Affairs, the first person from Lane
County in over 10 years, and proudly serves on the leadership council for the Oregon Community Foundation, the board of
directors for FOOD For Lane County, and Lane County’s Poverty and Homelessness Board.

BERIT EVERHART

ATTORNEY & SHAREHOLDER | ARNOLD GALLAGER P.C. | AGE: 36
Berit L. Everhart is an attorney and shareholder at Arnold Gallagher P.C., where she advises clients on a variety of business
and estate planning matters. Berit’s practice includes assisting both early-stage and established businesses on a wide
range of transactional matters, including entity formation, mergers and acquisitions, divestitures, raising capital, equity
compensa-tion and various types of contracts and contractual arrangements. She also assists clients with estate planning,
as well as estate and trust administration.
Berit is a past president of the Eugene-Springfield Tax Association, a regular presenter for the Oregon State Bar and a guest
instructor for DevNW, where she presents on estate planning and choice of entity topics. Berit serves as the current chair of
the Planned Parenthood of Southwestern Oregon Board of Directors.
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KIM FORREST

CORPORATE MARKETING DIRECTOR | FORREST TECHNICAL COATINGS | AGE: 35
As a third-generation Eugene resident, Kim Forrest values our long-held tradition of building community in Eugene. She is
currently the corporate marketing director for her family’s second generation manufacturing company, Forrest Technical
Coatings. In line with her family’s mission to approach manufacturing with a socially and environmentally conscious mindset, she developed a proactive giving strategy focused on public art, affordable housing and watershed protection. She also
helps drive Forrest’s ambitious efforts to lead the coatings industry in innovative, sustainable products and processes. So
far in 2019, Kim successfully launched two new websites and implemented progressive marketing strategies elevating their
corporate brand.
Prior to joining the family business, she dedicated her professional life to community engagement and social change, most
recently drawing on her anthropology education to work cross-culturally with Central American entrepreneurs in promoting
fuel-efficient cookstoves on behalf of Eugene-based StoveTeam International.

ROBERT GRAND

FIRE CAPTAIN AND PARAMEDIC | EUGENE-SPRINGFIELD FIRE DEPARTMENT
CO-FOUNDER | GRAND REALTY | AGE: 39
Robert Grand is a fire captain and paramedic with the Eugene/Springfield Fire Department. He also is the co-founder of
Grand Realty with his brother, Ricky. Grand Realty is a real estate investment company that focuses on providing quality
rental housing in the Lane County area.
Grand works to create positive change locally through Impact Club Eugene, which he founded. The organization has brought
together more than 120 local community members and donated more than $91,000 to Lane County charities in the past
two years.

ANDREW HEBEN

CO-FOUNDER & PROJECT DIRECTOR | SQUAREONE VILLAGES | AGE: 32
Andrew Heben is a co-founder and project director of SquareOne Villages, a nonprofit with a mission of creating self-managed communities of cost-effective tiny homes for people in need. Since the organization formed in 2012, he has overseen
the planning, design and construction of three unique tiny home communities in Lane County. He also has consulted with
dozens of other cities looking to replicate SquareOne’s innovative transitional and affordable housing model in their own
communities.
Andrew has a background in urban planning and design, and is the author of Tent City Urbanism: From Self-Organized
Camps to Tiny House Villages. He also recently designed and built a 384-square-foot home for his family of three and their
four-legged friend, Miso.

LAUREN JEROME

CO-FOUNDER & PARTNER | MINDBOX STUDIOS | AGE: 37
Lauren Jerome is a co-founder and partner at Mindbox Studios, a member of Oregon Community Credit Union’s Supervisory
Committee and an active volunteer in our startup and tech communities. Throughout her career, she has worked with business leaders all over the country to plan and build innovative software solutions for a variety of industries.
Her passion for community and appreciation for Eugene drives her work as a volunteer, whether it’s mentoring entrepreneurs, organizing events like Startup Weekend or collaboratively designing programs to address social issues. In 2017, she
co-founded Redefining Women in Tech, a program that supports the needs of women in technology careers. With her leadership, the group has organized over 40 events in the Eugene area and has created meaningful experiences for learning and
engagement for hundreds of local women.
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CASSIE JONES

ATTORNEY & PARTNER | GLEAVES SWEARINGEN | AGE: 36
Cassie Jones has practiced general business/commercial litigation and creditors’ rights law at Gleaves Swearingen LLP
since graduating law school in 2008, and has been a partner since 2014. Cassie currently serves on the Oregon State
Bar’s Debtor-Creditor Executive Committee and has previously served as the chair of the local bar’s debtor-creditor section.
She has been named a Super Lawyers Rising Star since 2015 an honor which recognizes no more than 2.5% of attorneys
in each state.
Cassie is committed to giving back to the community and, among other things, has served on the United Way Emerging
Leaders Council and the Head Start of Lane County Board of Directors. For the past three years, she has been a Court
Appointed Special Advocate (CASA), advocating for foster children in Lane County. This year, Cassie participated in the Boys
& Girls Club’s Catwalk for a Cause, individually raising over $6,000 for the club.

ROSS KANAGA

FINANCIAL INNOVATION MANAGER | DEVNW | AGE: 37
Ross Kanaga is the financial innovation manager at DevNW, where he leads education and special projects. Under his
leadership, DevNW has expanded financial wellbeing programming from 40 to over 120 classes and workshops in both
English and Spanish annually. These include classes on personal finances, small business, home-buying and youth
finances, partnering closely with schools, nonprofits and businesses.
Kanaga recently led rebranding efforts to launch DevNW, previously NEDCO (Neighborhood Economic Development
Corporation), as a result of a merger. He came to the organization in 2013 to help start Sprout Regional Food Hub.
Before DevNW, Kanaga was the chef at FOOD for Lane County’s Dining Room, and received a Fulbright Scholarship in
Thailand. Kanaga founded Bike in Shapes, a monthly community bicycle ride. Over nine years, the group has traced
over 100 unique shapes throughout the streets of Eugene and Springfield. Kanaga shares life with his spouse, Kate
Hammarback, and their teen-age kitten.

MARY MACKEY

CONTENT STRATEGIST | IDX BROKER | AGE: 31
Mary Mackey is the sole content strategist for IDX Broker, a local real estate technology company with expansive national
reach. By giving IDX an empathetic, engaging and trustworthy voice, Mary emotionally connects audiences with their
perfect product.
When she's not crafting the voice of the IDX Broker brand, Mary is a leader among her peers. Mary has served on the
Eugene Young Professionals Board and the YP Summit Committee since their inaugural year. In 2019, she was elected the
chair of the YP Summit, a day-long conference where local young professionals have the opportunity to learn from both
local and national thought leaders. Mary motivated and led her 35-member committee to a record-setting event for not only
attendance, but funds raised. While chair, Mary was wholly dedicated to ensuring long-term success for the event, so that
those who follow her will have even more opportunity for growth.

KIMBERLY MILLER

DIRECTOR OF HEALTH & WELLNESS & HEALTHY LIVING | EUGENE FAMILY YMCA | AGE: 39
Kimberly Miller started as a part-time personal trainer 16 years ago at the Eugene Family YMCA. She is now the director
of health and wellness and healthy living. She oversees the Y’s disease-prevention and healthy living programs, more than
100 weekly group fitness classes, dozens of specialty classes each year, wellness trainers, CPR and first aid trainings, free
educational lectures for the community and a staff wellness program.
Miller focuses much of her spare time on community building and, naturally, fitness activities. She sits on the Lane
Community College Fitness and Lifestyle Specialist Program Advisory Board, serves as a consultant for the PeaceHealth
Patient and Family Advocate Council and is the board vice president for the Emerald Valley Track Club. She also volunteers
at Eugene’s Sunday Streets, the Butte to Butte, the Eugene/Springfield PRIDE Festival, her children’s schools and the
Eugene Marathon.
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JEFF OLIVER

PARTNER & DIRECTOR OF GOLF | LAURELWOOD GOLF COURSE | AGE: 39
Jeff Oliver is an ownership partner of EBD Enterprises, a golf facility management company that took over the operation
of Laurelwood Golf Course in 2018. Jeff joined the team at Laurelwood after a four-year stint working at a Eugene-based
public relations agency for clients that included Microsoft. More recently, he was the senior director of operations at the
Eugene Family YMCA for 12 years.
A St. Louis native, he serves as the press chief for the Nike Prefontaine Classic and media manager for the
UnitedHealthcare US OPEN Racquetball Championships. Jeff serves on the board of directors of the Oregon Junior
Racquetball Association and the Oregon Club of Eugene-Springfield. He is the treasurer for the South Eugene High School
Baseball Booster Club and the board president for the Willamette Valley Titans Baseball Club. Jeff has a bachelor’s degree
from the University of Oregon, where he majored in public relations, advertising and political science.

JENNIFER RICHARDSON

ACCOUNT MANAGER & CHIEF STORYTELLER | FUNK/LEVIS & ASSOCIATES | AGE: 39
Jennifer Richardson is a marketing manager, public relations specialist and accomplished journalist. At Funk/Levis &
Associates, she helps local businesses share their stories in new and creative ways. Jennifer’s storytelling experience
comes from nearly two decades of working in newsrooms across the country and at KEZI in Eugene. Her stories often
focused on how people were creating positive change in the community.
Jennifer believes giving back is one of the most important things we can do for our community and world. She serves on
the board of directors for the Boys & Girls Club of Emerald Valley and has chaired the Club’s Field of Dreams fundraiser the
past two years, bringing in more than $160,000 to benefit local youth. She's also volunteered with the United Way, March
of Dimes and Children’s Miracle Network.
A proud University of Southern California Trojan, Jennifer loves spending time with her husband, Brian, and their children,
Hailey and Grant.

STEPHANIE SCAFA

2021 PROJECT LEAD | CITY OF EUGENE | AGE: 36
The City of Eugene, where she serves as the project manager for all things related to preparing Eugene to host the World
Athletics Championships Oregon21. Prior to this role, she managed the City’s Waste Prevention and Green Building
program, leading efforts related to waste reduction and environmental conservation.
Stephanie enjoys engaging people in creative ways to solve problems, and some of her favorite extracurricular activities
in Eugene include volunteering for School Garden Project, cleaning up trails and natural areas and teaching and learning
more about yoga.

BETSY SCHULTZ

OWNER | PNW STRATEGIES | AGE: 34
Betsy Schultz owns PNW strategies, a government affairs political consulting firm, and Artis Flora, a boutique flower farm/
florist business. She is deeply vested in Lane County and has been active in local community affairs for two decades.
Betsy is known for her insight and experience in both state and local politics and serves as the vice chair of the Eugene
Chamber’s Local Government Affairs Council. She is known for her ability to build relationships, and to bring opposing
groups together to find creative solutions that honor the shared values of our community.
As a founding member of the Better Housing Together steering committee, Betsy is a passionate advocate for housing
affordability, diversity and supply. She also serves on the Eugene Police Foundation and the Lane County Planning
Commission.
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ALLISON STRAUB

PRESIDENT | BURLEY | AGE: 30
Allison Straub is the president of Burley, where her profession and passion converge as she works to lead her team and
strategically grow the Burley brand globally. Burley is best known for their child and cargo bicycle trailers, with a mission to
enable adventure. Allison is passionate about working with industry leaders to grow and sustain the outdoor industry, be it
through increased participation in outdoor recreation or making our planet a better place to live and recreate.
A lover of continuous improvement, collaboration and breaking down barriers, she is a strong believer in investing her time
back into the local community. Most of her community work is centered around working to ensure that children can thrive,
grow and succeed in life. Allison co-founded and is board president of Free Bikes 4 Kidz Eugene-Springfield, serves on the
leadership board for Relief Nursery and is a member of the Leadership Eugene-Springfield steering committee.

JARED SWEZEY

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER | UPTIME SCIENCES
PRINCIPAL | COMSCEND | AGE: 31
Jared Swezey is currently Chief Technology Officer of UpTime Sciences, a leading information technology, managed IT and
security firm. He is also principal of Comscend, a business analytics, intelligence and communications consultancy.
His focus is driving operational efficiency, while strategically implementing security practices in order to reduce
organizational risk. From being involved in the project to bring the first fiber connections to John F. Kennedy Airport to
working with global business leaders to plan and implement digital transformation, Jared has a diversified background
in the technology industry. A current journalist for The Register Guard’s BLUECHIP and often featured on KEZI and KMTR
news, he is at the forefront, locally, of explaining cyber risks to the public and business community.

ANDREA VOORHEES

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS CONSULTANT | USI INSURANCE SERVICES | AGE: 39
Before joining USI in 2017 as an employee benefits consultant, Andrea Voorhees worked in human resources for 10 years
specializing in employee benefits. Her benefits administration and strategy experience includes work with smaller, fully
insured plans to multi-thousand life, alternatively funded plans. Given her experience as broker and client, she brings a
unique and valuable perspective when helping clients determine their benefits strategies.
In 2019, Andrea was recognized in USI’s top class of brokers nationwide with a PEAK Award. Annually, Andrea plans
and participates in the USI-Eugene office’s activities for USI Gives Back volunteer day. Andrea has a bachelor of science
degree in chemistry from Oregon State University and two HR certifications. She sits on the Broker Advisory Councils for
Pacific-Source Health Plans and Kaiser Permanente NW. She also volunteers with the Eugene and Springfield chambers of
commerce, United Way of Lane County, Lane County HR Association and the Rotary Club of Eugene-Delta.

ANGELA WILSON

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER | EUGENE GASTROENTEROLOGY CONSULTANTS | AGE: 35
Angela Wilson is the Chief Executive Officer for Eugene Gastroenterology Consultants, the largest GI practice in Lane
County. Under her supervision, the practice has dramatically improved patient outreach by ensuring faster communication
and the ability for patients to get questions answered expeditiously with one phone call. (No more phone tag!)
She has created a “family first” culture within the practice to ensure that her staff has work/life balance and can attend the
events that are important to them and their families.
Wilson is also a photographer and business owner of Dapper Deer Photography, where she specializes in wedding
photography. She also uses this business to give back to families with children fighting serious medical conditions by
creating special experiences and lasting memories for them to treasure. She is currently serving on the board of Ophelia’s
Place and truly believes that organizations such as Ophelia’s Place that create the future of our community.
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Eddie Martinez
Co-owner
Eugene/Springfield Lock & Safe

Ralph Parshall
General Manager
Mercedes-Benz of Eugene

Mike Biglan
CEO & Founder
Twenty Ideas

Stephanie Seubert
Partner/Principal Broker
Evans, Elder, Brown & Seubert

Amy Newport
Community Outreach Director
Kendall Auto Group

"It was an honor to be
asked to judge, and I have
a tremendous appreciation
for previous judges. We
have so many active people
in our community, and it’s
not an easy task to decide
who is most deserving. Our
community is blessed with
people who do amazing
things! My thanks to
every nominee for their
contributions."

"Every year, I’m impressed
with the incredible rising
stars in our community.
I’ve been a judge since
the first year, and this
year’s nominees are all
deserving. I thank each of
them for their contributions
and encourage them to
keep it up. You’re making
our community the best.
Thanks!"

"Wow! Amazing to see our
community’s bright and
passionate leaders and
learn about their continuous
efforts to make our region
healthier and happier. Glad
we could recognize some of
these future (and current!)
leaders for their amazing
accomplishments."

"I was inspired by the
number of exceptional
young individuals who give
back to our community! It
was challenging to choose
just 20 recipients from such
a large pool of incredible
nominees! I am excited to
see the impact of our young
professionals in the future…
I believe we are in good
hands!"

"It was an incredible honor
to be asked to judge this
year. Narrowing it down to
20 was extremely difficult!
It was truly inspiring to
learn about each of their
backgrounds, achievements
and involvement in the
community. I can’t thank
each of them enough for
all they do to make this
community such a fantastic
place to live, work and play."

Learn more about this year's 20 under 40 winners and how you can nominate someone who inspires community for the
2020 awards by visiting 20under40awards.com

The expertise your
business needs — from
startups to finish
Whether it’s getting a new business
off the ground, scaling up an established
company, or consulting on exit strategies,
the attorneys at Hershner Hunter have
been helping successful entrepreneurs
achieve their goals for more than 75 years.

Attorney
Carrie Hellwig Christopher
Attorney
Katherine Moyer

541-686-8511 | HershnerHunter.com
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WE START
BY LENDING
AN EAR.

We take time to understand your business needs, so we can help solve them.
No two businesses are alike. So cookie cutter loans won’t cut it. At Columbia Bank,

we work closely with you from the beginning of the loan process to make sure we’re
setting you up with the right loan to reach your unique business goals. Which means
we do something other banks don’t always do—listen. Visit ColumbiaBank.com.

Member FDIC

Equal Housing Lender

ADVERTORIAL

YMCA PART OF
THE PIONEERING
EXPERIENCE

impact on quality of life and significant loss of

“I am an advocate for people needing mobility and

life. Mobility impairments wreak havoc on an

the Y has a willingness to help people in out-of-

individual’s independence and ability to live life

the-box ways,” says Loren, 72. “This program has

fully. The Eugene Y has been on the cutting edge of

supported hundreds of people on their journey to

this kind of work and will continue to do so.”

wellness.”

basketball—to young men at a YMCA in 1891

Loren Cushing, a former physical therapist at the

Similarly, LIVESTRONG® at the YMCA has

to occupy them during the harsh New England

local hospital, designed and developed the Eugene

helped hundreds of cancer survivors. During

A pioneering spirit brought a new sport—

winters. That same entrepreneurial attitude within Family YMCA’s U Can Gym program in 1987.

each 12-week session, individuals work to achieve

the YMCA movement is the reason Ys created

physical and emotional goals after cancer diagnosis

volleyball, racketball and Father’s Day.

“People who are newly disabled have trouble with
re-entry into the community,” Loren says. “The

History tends to repeat itself so it’s no wonder

Y was the best place for this program. The Y is

that YMCAs blaze new trails daily in their work to

inclusive, welcoming of anyone and offers expert

overcome their community’s unique challenges.

training for regaining strength, balance and
mobility.”

Nowhere is that more obvious than here in
Eugene where the YMCA takes the lead on disease

U Can Gym is a 2-hour program three times a

prevention and maintenance programs, including a week in the YMCA’s Health and Wellness Center.
one-of-a-kind program for individuals with mobility Participants learn to transfer, navigate obstacles,
restrictions and a first-in-the-state course for those
who have undergone cancer treatment.
“The Y leads in the community by reaching out

The program’s success—as evidenced by the 60plus people on the waitlist—means that Eugene
Y instructors are called upon to support other
YMCAs around the country to establish their own
LIVESTRONG® program. They recently mentored
the Ashland Family YMCA to launch its program,
which has now spread to four Ys in Oregon.

As the Y heads into the next 133 years in the Eugene
range of motion. A dedicated wellness coach creates community, it looks forward to fostering the next
specialized plans for each individual.
generation of pioneers who will tackle newfound

it most,” says Eugene Family YMCA CEO Brian

with a pronounced limp or uses a wheelchair. For

Steffen. “Chronic disease is a growing crisis in

more than a decade, Loren was a ringer in the

our community and statistics show a devastating

Northwest Wheelchair basketball league.

challenges within our community—with success.

To learn more about the Eugene Family YMCA and
their mission visit newymca.org

Mid-century
pioneers:
Chuck Pressm
an
Eugene Family , Harriet Davis, John Jaqu
a
YMCA volunt
eers

Diagnosed with polio when he was 6, Loren walks

Past
Present
Future

the evidence-based program three times a year.

improve sensory perception and strength, and gain

and supporting people when and where they need

The Y.™

and treatment. Specially trained instructors offer

Today’s pioneers:
Eugene Family YMCA staff

Tomorrow
’s
Eugene Fa pioneers:
mily
YMCA kid
dos

Pioneers of Lane County since 1887.
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MOV E RS & SH A K E RS

BOHEMIA ELEMENTARY
DEBUTS NEW STUDENT
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROGRAM

“We’re empowering
students to make
purposeful choices that
relate directly to their
chosen career pathway,
supporting the creation
of a better future for our
community.”
- HEIDI LARWICK

Article by HEIDI LARWICK, CONNECTED LANE COUNTY
How did you make money as a kid? For most elementary school
students, business experience doesn’t extend past lemonade
stands and door-to-door cookie sales. But at Bohemia
Elementary in Cottage Grove, kids are getting a chance to learn
entrepreneurship skills first-hand from local business owners.
The six-week program, called Entrepreneur-in-Residence,
brings a new business owner into the classroom each week to
speak about their experience starting, owning and operating
a successful small business. Students listen, ask questions and
participate in activities that have them exploring how they can
be entrepreneurs in their own communities.
The first week of the program featured Amy Baker, co-founder
of Threadbare Printhouse. Students learned how she started her
business and the challenges she’s faced growing the company.
They also learned the basics of screen printing, graphic design
and copyright law—all from asking questions about Amy’s
screen-printed shirt.
The following weeks featured Terry McDonald of St. Vincent de
Paul, Melissa Prestinario of Seat-Slicker, Emily Shelton of BRING
Recycling, Shelley Galvin of CBT Nuggets, Sat Bir S. Khalsa of Yogi
Tea and Aloma Loren of Eugene Mindworks, with more to come.
The entrepreneurs work in concert with the teacher, as the
curriculum following the sessions reinforces the concepts
they’ve learned from the speaker. They work on developing their
own ideas for entrepreneurial endeavors, aided by that week’s
speaker and their teacher. At the end of the program, students
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will showcase their ideas to their classmates, families and the
community during a special exposition to demonstrate the skills
they’ve learned.
Emily Shelton, Director of Education & Outreach at BRING
Recycling, believes the program is already having a positive
impact on the kids. “I was amazed to see the entrepreneurial
spirit shine through the fourth and fifth graders at Bohemia
Elementary,” she says. “As they brainstormed they were able to
quickly make the connection of how their business ideas could
translate to helping the community at large—whether it be
other people or the environment.”
The program is being piloted in five classrooms at Bohemia
this fall, with plans to bring it to other schools in the spring.
Participating businesses include RAIN, Eugene's Table, OMEP,
Hummingbird, Season to Taste and Bohemia Food Hub, among
others.
Heidi Larwick, Director of the Entrepreneur-in-Residence
program, sees the lessons being taught as a path to future
success. “Our program enables students to build academic,
technical and professional skills, and expand career awareness
while helping them discover their interests and passions,” she
says. “We’re empowering students to make purposeful choices
that relate directly to their chosen career pathway, supporting
the creation of a better future for our community.”
For more information visit elevatelanecounty.org

A community of collaborators, game-changers, movers and shakers:
Here’s a look at this quarter’s Chamber happenings
as we work to build networks, move forward projects
and elevate both businesses and professionals.

We celebrated Wayfair’s grand opening in Springfield with a ribbon cutting at
their office in the PacificSource building. Eugene Chamber Director of Economic
Development, Joshua Mongé, played a key role in recruiting Wayfair to our
community. He poses with Wayfair Site Director, Joel Johnson, and Eugene
Chamber CEO Brittany Quick-Warner.
Eugene Chamber staff had a blast meeting up with the community at the 2019
Eugene Tech Tours hosted by the Technology Association of Oregon! We love
connecting with members at community events.
Each year, Eugene Chamber staff takes a half-day to participate in United Way
of Lane County’s Day of Caring. This year we helped out at White Bird Clinic,
repainting their railings and washing their windows. Thank you, White Bird and
United Way, for having us out!
We had a blast at the 2019 Business Expo in October. We are so lucky to have
members like Carte Blanche Caterers who always put out a beautiful spread! Thank
you to all our exhibitors for bringing their best.
Things got exotic at this year's Expo! Bicoastal Media partnered with Wildlife
Safari to bring their trained cheetah to their booth. While it was only there for
a short time, it definitely made an impression!
The Eugene Chamber has partnered with many community organizations to
host several Community Narrative Symposiums. These workshops have been
effective in identifying the key pieces for Eugene’s narrative as a community
which will lead into welcoming the world in 2021 for the IAAF World
Championships.

Don’t miss a minute, visit EugeneChamber.com for a calendar of events.
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Around the O is the UO’s go-to place for information
about the university, its people and the difference they
make in Oregon and around the world. We bring stories of
the university’s groundbreaking research and world-class
faculty and students to the broadest possible audience,
while also serving as the hub for news, announcements
and information of interest to the local community.
Subscribe today!

AROUND.UOREGON.EDU/SUBSCRIBE

EO/AA/ADA institution committed to cultural diversity.

RISING STARS
ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME HERE
View current career
openings at NWCU.com

B I Z Z B UZ Z

BUSINESS NEWS
Homes for Good and Obie Companies have
signed an agreement for Obie to purchase the
ground floor and adjacent parking lot of the
housing agency’s 50-unit affordable housing
project currently under construction at 6th
Avenue and Oak Street.

The $1.66 million deal infuses funding
into the Homes for Good project, dubbed
the Market District Commons. Under the
agreement, ownership and responsibility for
the 6,871-square-foot ground-floor commercial
space and 37-space parking lot has transferred
to Obie, owner of the 5th Street Public Market.

Trevor Irish, a master's student studying
nonprofit management at
the University of Oregon,
has joined the Oregon

Contemporary Theater's
Board of Directors.

Eugene’s urban wine-tasting
options will increase this year
when J. Scott Cellars opens a second Eugene
tasting room on 5th Avenue in the lively Market
District .
J. Scott Cellars will retain its tasting room at its
winemaking facility at 520 Commercial St. when
it expands into downtown Eugene at 207 E. 5th
Ave. The 5th Avenue Tasting Room will provide
full wine service, retail bottle and wine-related
merchandise sales, plus a small menu of plates
focused on fresh and local ingredients. This is
the first tasting room J. Scott Cellars has opened
since the original one in 2013.

Natalia’s Alterations & Tailoring has a new
home in the Market District . After nine years

The Topcon products and service lines for
Northern California, including Hayward,
Sacramento, and Fowler, were transferred to
Papé Machinery from RDO Equipment, Co. to
better align technology service solutions in the
marketplace. Papé Machinery now offers Topcon
products and service from its 24 locations from
Washington state to south of Fresno, California,
including all eight locations in California and
Nevada.

The Eugene Family YMCA welcomes three new
members to its Capital Campaign Cabinet: Dr.
Gustavo Balderas, Warren W. Barnes and Liz
Kelly:
Dr. Balderas, Superintendent
for the 4J School District
since 2015 and an educator
for 25 years, engages with
the community by serving
on several local and state
educational and civic boards
to develop and grow community
partnerships.

capability with Procore construction software.
This Phase I integration allows for FinishLine
punch list and inspection reports to be opened
in Procore. The FinishLine development team
recognizes the value of using FinishLine Software
for punch lists and inspections, in addition to
Procore’s project management capabilities.
Other integrations with Procore will be released
in the future, as technology is developed and
specific client needs are identified.

Papé Machinery will offer Topcon products

and services from its John Deere construction
and forestry dealerships in Northern California
beginning October 28, 2019.

Cat Frink has joined the team at bell+funk,

a ten-year old marketing firm in Eugene, as
a full-time designer. She
earned her degree from LCC’s
graphic design program. Cat
worked at the Torch student
newspaper as production
manager and illustrator, and
later was elected editor-inchief of the award-winning Bleed Magazine by her
peers.

U.S. Bank recently hired Genevieve Sumnall in
Eugene as Vice President, Treasury Management
& Payments Consultant for the Oregon Valley
& Columbia Pacific Regions. Genevieve has 19
years of Treasury Management experience and is
a great asset to the team.

U.S. Bank welcomes Michael Deming as a

Community Banking Business Relationship
Manager for the Oregon Valley Region, Eugene
team. Michael will serve business client’s
banking and borrowing needs in the Eugene,
Springfield and surrounding communities.
Michael is a graduate of the University of Oregon
with a degree in finance.

Warren Barnes is a partner
at Kernutt Stokes, where
he leads tax consulting,
compliance and management
advisory services to businesses
in the transportation,
retail, manufacturing and
professional services
industries.

U.S. Bank has promoted Lewis Cummings as

Assistant Vice President, Community Banking
Business Relationship Manager for the Oregon
Valley Region, Eugene team. Lewis has been
with U.S. Bank over 6 years. Lewis will serve
commercial clients in the Eugene, Springfield and
surrounding communities. Lewis is a graduate of
the University of Oregon’s Lundquist College of
Business.

For almost a decade, Liz
Kelly has been an on-air
personality for Mix 94.5 FM, which sees everincreasing ratings and a strong listener base.

in two different locations in the 5th Street Public
Market, Natalia’s has expanded into twice the
space across the street at 207 E. 5th Ave.,
Suite 130, in what’s known as the 5th and Pearl
Building.

Finish Line Software has released integration

PROMOTIONS & NEW
HIRES

Chambers Construction of Eugene recently
hired David Jones and Kris
Vannett as superintendents
for current projects.
Downtown Eugene’s newest urban village under
construction at the 5th Street Public Market will
soon be home to a new co-working space called
HQ Office. The latest venture of Obie Companies,
HQ Office is a prototype for a concept that Obie
looks to replicate in other communities.
HQ Office will occupy the two floors above anchor
tenant Nike in the Market Building going up on
the corner of 6th Avenue and Pearl Street. With
two sky bridges connecting the three buildings
that comprise the project—hotel, apartments and
retail/office—HQ Office will be uniquely situated
to take advantage of the amenities afforded in
the development.

Jones, who has worked in
the construction industry
for nearly 30 years, will
join the Jasper Mountain Care Facility project
team. He comes to Chambers Construction
from R & H Construction in Portland, Oregon.
Jones has extensive knowledge of the industry
with expertise in planning, scheduling and
management.
Vannett will work on the
Civic Park project in South
Eugene focusing on quality
control. He has worked in
the construction industry for
many years and specifically >
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as a superintendent for the past eight. Vannett
grew up in Eugene and graduated from the
University of Oregon in 2005 before working for a
stint in North Dakota; Bend, Oregon and Tigard,
Oregon.

5th, she was operations manager at the former
Red Lion Hotel on Coburg Road. Allen will also
manage the Gordon Hotel when the 5th Street
Public Market Expansion opens in fall 2020.

The boutique hotel located in the heart of
downtown Eugene took the #16 spot on a
list dominated by hotels in Seattle and Portland,
coming in as the #7 hotel in Oregon.

Avant Assessment hired Michael
Woodmansee as its Chief Financial Officer and

Avant Assessment is excited to bring an

acclaimed educator and world language advisor,
Dawn Samples, to its Eugene team. Samples
assumed the role of Director for Professional
Learning in July 2019.

In its 10th year, Lunch at Tiffany’s raised a record
$192,00 for the Children’s Miracle Network
program at PeaceHealth Sacred Heart
Medical Center at RiverBend.

Vice President of Operations. Woodmansee joins
Avant with deep experience in accounting and
machine learning.
Woodmansee comes from
Moss Adams LLP, where he
developed machine learning
models to automate manual
accounting processes and
increase firm efficiency.

Jacelyn Eberlein is the Eugene Family YMCA’s

BVAL, a local CPA and consulting firm, is happy
to announce three new additions to their team:

Eric Pitkin joined BVAL in December 2018.

Eric has over 8 years providing bookkeeping,
accounting, consulting and tax services to small
businesses in a variety of industries, including 5
years with a large regional public accounting firm.
Prior to entering the accounting world, Eric was a
small-business owner in the food industry.
A native Eugenian, Jeff Raschio graduated
from Marist High School before moving on to
the University of Oregon. He graduated from
the UO with a BS in Business Administration,
and subsequently completed an accounting
program through Linfield College. Prior to
public accounting, Jeff worked for four years in
commercial banking with US Bank in Eugene. He
earned the CMA certification in 2017, and was
licensed as a CPA in January.

Katherine Baker is a CPA with over ten years of

experience in public accounting and three years
of private accounting experience. She graduated
from Oregon State University with a Bachelor’s
of Science and continued her education in
the accounting program at the University of
Oregon. Katherine has joined the BVAL tax team
with a focus on businesses and individuals as
well as planning and consulting engagements.
Her experience includes federal and state tax
reporting for individuals, manufacturing, forest
products and not-for profit organizations.

Kathryn Allen, who joined the Inn at the 5th

as assistant general manager in 2014, has
been promoted to general manager. Allen is a
Eugene native and a graduate of South Eugene
High School. She went
on to earn her bachelor
of science degree from
Johnson & Wales University
in Providence, R.I., in 1999.
Prior to joining the Inn at the
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Samples is a champion for advancing public
education and multilingualism. Her impact at
local, state, national, and even international
levels over the last 20 years has been recognized
through prestigious professional awards.
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new Annual Giving Manager, overseeing the
planning and implementation of the nonprofit’s
annual campaigns, as well as cultivating and
stewarding sponsors. Eberlein, born and raised
in Eugene, returns to her hometown from the
Treasure Valley Family YMCA in Boise, Idaho,
where she worked with their giving campaigns,
volunteers and sports department.

Beth Foulke is the Eugene Family YMCA’s new

Development Coordinator, providing support
to the Y’s $34 million Capital Campaign and
annual campaign. With a background as an office
manager and human resource manager, her
skills fit perfectly to manage the department’s
databases, gifts, acknowledgments and events.

KUDOS
Avant Assessment co-founder and CEO David
Bong received the 2019 Global Citizen Award,

which honors innovators in language education.
Bong was recognized for his leadership in
founding and sponsoring the Global Seal of
Biliteracy, a credential that recognizes anyone
for their language skills, regardless of how they
learned them.
The inaugural Global Citizen Award, presented
by The Happy World Foundation Inc., honors
global citizenship education, citizen-to-citizen
diplomacy, and cross-cultural understanding in
schools and communities in the United States
and abroad. The foundation works towards a
peaceful world free of prejudice and bigotry by
bringing global citizens into the classroom.
The Inn at the 5th was named the #1 hotel
in Eugene and a Top 30 Hotel in the Pacific
Northwest in Condé Nast Traveler’s prestigious
2019 Readers’ Choice Awards. The 32nd annual
Readers' Choice Awards ranked the best hotels,
resorts, cities, islands, airlines, airports and
cruise lines in the world.

The luncheon and auction, which was held
on Oct. 3 at Valley River Inn in Eugene, raised
$13,000 more than last year. All proceeds from
Lunch at Tiffany’s will benefit local children
receiving care in the pediatric unit and the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at Sacred Heart
Medical Center at RiverBend.

PeaceHealth Sacred Heart Medical
Center at RiverBend was awarded an ‘A’ in

fall 2019 Leapfrog Hospital Safety Grade, a
national distinction recognizing the hospital’s
achievements protecting patients from harm and
providing safer health care. The Leapfrog Group is
an independent national watchdog organization
driven by employers and other purchasers of
health care committed to improving health care
quality and safety for consumers and purchasers.
Hershner Hunter, LLP has been awarded
certification from BRING’s rethink Business
program for taking steps to reduce waste and
save resources. Since May 2019, Hershner
Hunter has been working one-on-one with a
sustainability management expert to assess
opportunities and make on-the-ground changes
throughout its operations.

A LOCAL BANKER
who is hands on for
YOUR BUSINESS
SUCCESS.

Joe Carmichael (top) Oregon Pacific Bank
Sam Miller (bottom) Apex Recycling & Disposal

Sam Miller started working for his dad’s company as a hauler when he was just
13 years old. Today, he’s owner and operator. Adhering to his father’s motto:
“Take care of the customer and they will take care of you,” Sam treats them
like people, not accounts. He expects the same from his bank. As his banker,
Joe Carmichael appreciates Sam’s work ethic and strives to deliver the same level
of customer service. But don’t take our word for it—hear what Sam and others
have to say about Oregon Pacific Bank at www.opbc.com/testimonials

Not your ordinary bank.

EUGENE | FLORENCE | COOS BAY | ROSEBURG | MEDFORD
59 E 11th Ave. Eugene OR 97401 | 541- 636 - 4804 | opbc.com

A QU IC K N OTE

A QUICK NOTE ON

RUNNING A
100-YEAR-OLD
STARTUP
HOW WE ARE LEARNING TO
THINK LIKE ENTREPRENEURS
Article by BRITTANY QUICK-WARNER, PRESIDENT & CEO
EUGENE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Eugene Chamber was founded in 1912 by a few business men
who wanted to have an impact on the community. Given how
much I witness my staff accomplish in a week, it’s remarkable to
think about how much work our organization has gotten done
over the last 100 years. But like many chambers and associations
across the country, the existential threats to organizations like
ours are mounting. I knew from day one in this role, if we want to
see our organization succeed for 100 more years, there is no time
for resting on our laurels and expecting the community to support
us for accomplishments of the past. We can no longer act like a
100-year-old organization. We need to think and act more like
entrepreneurs.
As I was imagining how to run the chamber like a 100-year-old
startup, I knew there were a handful of lessons, both good and
bad, I could take from the early years of starting a business with
my husband and from witnessing successful businesses start and
grow in Eugene.
OWNERSHIP OVER RESPONSIBILITY
One of the first and most important culture changes I knew I
wanted to make to align us more with an entrepreneurial culture
was to ensure that everyone on the staff was truly invested in
the success of our organization, not just our Board of Directors
or myself as the CEO. This meant shifting from a “responsibility”
mindset to an “ownership” mindset among staff. Owners know
that there will always be obstacles, but they work to find a way
even when it’s hard.
By including the entire staff in visioning and identifying goals,
and then over-communicating when we hit roadblocks or need
to pivot on an idea, the staff feel more bought-in and connected
to the mission of the organization despite what their individual
role might be. We know we are all in this together and we create
space for staff to incubate new ideas, tackle problems head on
and to come up with creative solutions. Everyone can and should
contribute ideas to improve how we do things.
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CREATE VALUE AND CHASE GROWTH
As staff begin to think more like owners and have more freedom
to be creative it is important to stay focused on creating value.
As a creative and nimble organization, we are set up to better
respond to member’s needs. We have to remember that it is not
just about doing the work, it is about raising the value to a higher
level with each project, program and customer interaction.
When tasked with “creating more value” as a small nonprofit, we
often rule out ideas quickly because we just don’t have the staff or
resources to make it happen. But when I had a nugget of wisdom
passed along to me from another chamber CEO—that being a
nonprofit is a tax status, not a business plan—I started thinking
about the growth of our organization in a whole new way. Chasing
growth and setting ambitious revenue or operational goals as a
nonprofit is not a bad thing.
RECRUIT RESILIENT EMPLOYEES
When you know some of your goals can’t be achieved without
significant changes, it is critical that you hire resilient employees
capable of embracing change. There will be ups and downs as you
pursue growth and innovation and employees may feel tension
and anxiety through the process. Like entrepreneurs, they must be
able to get back up when they are knocked down.
As with most startups and entrepreneurial ventures, we haven’t
nailed all of these principles. But over the past two years our staff
has become significantly more nimble, resilient and tight knit.
Whether your business has been operating for a century or a
handful of months, we can all overcome the challenge of proving
our relevance and value to our customers and community by
thinking a little bit more like entrepreneurs.

We want to hear from you. What does our best future look like? Use
#ChamberEvolved to share your vision.

PO BOX 1107
EUGENE, OR 97440-1107

In Memoriam

Richard D. Stokes, Jr.
1938-2019
We proudly honor the life and memory of one of
our accounting and business consulting firm’s most
influential partners, Richard “Dick” Stokes, Jr.
Dick’s values and integrity are the foundation of
our business and guideposts for the generations
of partners who have followed. Dick was a
mentor to many of us, a savvy and insightful
businessperson who cared deeply about his clients
and community, and a very proud grandpa. He
reminded us that it’s the relationships we enjoy
with each other that make life full.
As we say goodbye, we want to express our
deepest gratitude to Dick and we will strive
to honor him by continuing to uphold his high
standards.
- The Partners and Staff of Kernutt Stokes

BEND • CORVALLIS • EUGENE • LAKE OSWEGO

kernuttstokes.com | 541.687.1170

